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				India Wade

				
Hi all!

My name is India Wade, and I am a Junior at Northwestern University in Evanston. I’m studying Biology with a concentration in Ecology and Conservation. I’m working with the Echinacea project to complete a 398 independent study course, hopefully culminating in my own research project!

I’m from Sebastopol, California, which is about […]


								
	
						
		
								
										
				Brian Lovejoy Introduction

				

Hello!

I’m Brian Lovejoy and I have the pleasure of joining the Echinacea Project for my spring quarter project assistantship. I am a PhD Candidate with Northwestern University’s Plant Biology and Conservation program. While working as a project assistant is a requirement for my program, I was ecstatic when I saw the […]


								
	
						
		
								
										
				From fire, glory?

				
It’s burn season in the Chicago area and prescribed fire has gotten lots of attention in the media recently! Check out this front pager in Thursday’s issue of the Chicago Tribune focusing on prescribed fire at Nachusa Grasslands. 

 Stuart prescribed some light reading today. 

There was also a Sunday feature on prescribed burns […]


								
	
						
		
								
										
				new radiographs of Echinacea fruits

				
For our seed addition experiment, we want to know exactly how many seeds we planted in each 1 m transect. Each transect got seeds from one envelope. Before planting, we took xrays of the fruits in the paper envelopes. With minimal processing, the radiographs look good! We have a batch of 251 images to […]


								
	
						
		
								
										
				CBG Science Fair

				
Chicago Botanic Garden has a new logo! To celebrate its launch, we got to relive the good old days of science fairs. Stationed in the atrium of the plant science center, Wyatt, Stuart, and I chatted with all kinds of people about the work we do! 

“Is this prairie healthy?” “How would we […]


								
	
						
		
								
										
				Pi Day

				
Today is pi day and we are posing some of our most burning questions for consideration. Here are a few:

 How far could you go if you multiplied the number of bb points in our study area by pi? If you took the actual length of the Pomme de Terre River and divided […]


								
	
						
		
								
										
				space weather

				
Good grief! As if regular old atmospheric inclement weather wasn’t enough to worry about, now we can worry about inclement ionospheric weather too! The fire season appears to be coming early and strong, which may make it difficult to conduct prescribed burns and work outdoors. The upcoming solar maximum appears to be coming early […]


								
	
						
		
								
										
				red flag

				
Red flag warning for our study area and much of Minnesota. What does this portend for the prescribed burning season?

https://www.dnr.state.mn.us/forestry/fire/firerating_restrictions.html
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				florets and the Fibonacci series

				
In the lab today we were talking about Fibonacci numbers. Somehow these numbers (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, …) relate to Echinacea flowerheads. The number of ray florets (aka “petals”) on ab Echinacea head are often Finbonacci numbers, like 13 & 21, but they are often not those numbers. This […]


								
	
						
		
								
										
				Join the Echi-nation!

				
Team Echinacea seeks undergrads, graduate students, recent grads, high schoolers and teachers to join our summer team! Come hone your skills as an ecologist, conservationist, and evolutionary biologist while engaging in research in western Minnesota’s tallgrass prairies. There will be watermelon!

Check out our employment opportunities and read about what it’s like to work […]
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